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-------------------------------) 
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(Filed October 15, 1989) 

QPXNIQN 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) seeks accelerated 
approval of its Conserv"ation Offer Agreement (Agreement) with the 
Trustees of California State University (Trustees) on behalf of 
California Polytechnic state University at San Luis Obispo (cal 
Poly). The Agreement was executed on October 4,1989 and is 
intended to avoid Cal poly's construction of a 2.8 :megawatt (MW) 

cogeneration facility to bypass PG&E~S electric service. cal poly 
has a base demand in excess of 1 MW, and therefore qualifies t~ 
negotiate a special contract with PG&E. The Trustees have agreed 
that the Cal Poly campus will remain on Rate Schedule E-20P at 
primary service voltage for five years. During this time~ an 
Outside Source Adderl will be paid to PC&E for all electric 
energy that Cal Poly consumes which is not sold by PG&E, except tor 
a maximum 700 kilowatts (kW) of Cal Poly-owned cogeneration. In 
exchange, PG&E will grant Cal Poly the benefit of a negotiated rate 
for electricity. 

1 The Outside Source Adder will be equal to the difference 
between the revenues which PG&E would have received under the 
E-20P-Fim Schedule and PG&E's marginal costs at that time. 
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The Trustees have ,elected to' receive the negotiated rate 
in the form of a conservation payment rather than as an ongoing 
rate discount. The conservation payment is the present value of 
the difference between Cal Poly's contribution to marq1n 1t it 
remaineQ on the E-20 Rate Schedule and Cal Poly's contribution to 
margin if it took the conservation option (ac1justed for the effects 
of conservation) and avoideQ cogeneration, over the term of the 
agreement. Under this methodoloqy, the present value of the 
difference in contribution to margin is $750,000, expressed in 1990 
dollars (Application p. 58). However, the caleulat10ns which 
produce the conservation payment2 yield a difference in 
contribution to margin of $691,333 (present value of discount plus 
present value of lost contribution to margin due to conservation) 
(Application p. 63). The difference is due in part to the use of 
PG&E's weighted cost of capital of 11~5* to discount cash flows in 
the calculation of contribution to marqin, and the use of PG&E's 
currently authorized return on equ1ty, 13%, to arrive at the 
conservation payment. The use of different inflation rates also 
contributes to the disparity. The net present value of the total 
rate discount, minus the lost contribution to marqin due to 
conservation, is reduced by 2% to· compensate PG&E for admin1sterinq 
the conservation account. The result is the ma~imum conservation 
pajo'lnent, $586,074.. Since the neqotiated rate ($0.05887) exceeds 
the average rate of the coqeneration ~lternative (SO.05854/kWh), it 
is clear that the conservation payment is based on the bypass 
alternative, not on PG&E's marginal eost (currently SO .. OSlSO/kWh). 

2 The current negotiated rate ($.OSSS7/kilowatt-hour (kWh) is 
subtracted from the current tariff rate (SO.06533/XWh) to arrive at 
a current discount. This is escalated at the chanqe in the 
consumer price inde~ for each year of the contract term, then 
discounted at PG&E's current authorized rate of return on equity, 
multiplied by Cal Poly'S current usage' .. 
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PG&E will make the $586,074 available to the Trustees to 
install specific energy conservation measures at the cal Poly 
campus. The conservation payment will be placed in an account by 
PG&E. When Cal Poly elects t~ install a specific conservation 
measure and PG&E concurs that the proposed project meets the 
Commission's quidelines for conservation options listed in Decision 
CO.) 88-07-058), funds will be disbursed to contractors in 
accQrdance with State Accounting Methods. 3 Conservation payments 
will be made at the time 0: approval by the commission so that cal 
Poly will see the benefits of the Agreement by the esti~ted 
operation date of the cogeneration project, January 1" 1991. 

This application was filed in the Commission's Expedited 
Application Docket (EAO), set out in Resolution ALJ-161 (April 12, 

1989). Notice of the application appeared on the Commission's 
Daily Calenc1ar on October 26, 1989. No protests have been 
received. However, the Commission's Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates (DRA) did file "Comments of the ORA of the Proposed 
Contract." PG&E, in turn, has filed its "Comments of Pacifie Gas 
and Electric Company" in response.. Given the fact that there were 
no official protests, there is no need for a workshop or 
evidentiary hearing. 

Cal Poly is compelled by the Enerqy Conservation Action 
Plan adopted by the Trustees to reduce its enerqy use by 40% 
compared to base year 1973/74.. Cal Poly has been able to- reduce 
its energy use ~y 48%. It has investigated additional means of 
enerqy conservation with the State's Office of Energy Assessment 
and selected a Solar Centaur gas turbine. The cogeneration projeet 

3 The four most likely projects include a boiler replacement, an 
energy management control system upgrade, and two lightinq 
retrofits. savings were calculated by cal poly and verified by 
PG&E as meeting the Total Resource Cost test of the cost
effectiveness of conservation measures • 
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would have served a maximum,2.8 MW of Cal Poly's current 5.3 MW of 
maximum demand. 

In January 1988, Cal Poly and PG&E began negotiations tor 
the deferral of the cogeneration project. Becaus~ ot the need to 
meet Cal Poly's energy reduction commitment, Cal ~oly sought the 
conservation option in lieu of any rate reduction. 

In an affidavit attached to the application, PG&E's 
expert declared that PG&E's standard tariff rates under SChedule 
E-20P-Firm are not competitive with Cal Pol.y's cost of building and 
operating a cogeneration plant. He also concludes that the project 
is technically and financially feasible, and that an air quality 
penni t would have been issued subj ect to the inst~Lllation of the 
proper air pollution control equipment. The details of the 
cogeneration project appended to the application demonstrate that 
reasonable assumptions concerning net plant output, availability 
factor, total installed cost, operation and maintenance costs, 
lifetime heat rate, boiler efficiency, and permitting feasibility 
were used to arrive at the average cost of the cogeneration 
alternative. Cal Poly's representative declared that if the 
proposed Agreement is not approved ~y the Commission, cal poly will 
proceed to complete its cogeneration project. 

Had Cal poly proceeded with its cogeneration project, 
Cal Poly's contribution to margin would have Q.roppfed from $3.6S 
million to $817,000 in present value tenus. Inste."d, under the 
conservation offer PG&E is expected to retain ~out $2.93 million 
in contribution to margin. The difference consists of the present 
value of the conservation payment plus reduction in energy and 
demand revenues due to conservation. 
l2isc:gssi9}l 

In 0.88-03-008, guidelines for these'special contracts 
were aaopted to accelerate review under the EAD procedure. The 
Commission realized that 9reater societal gains would ~e possible 
if the need for electricity were in tact reduced ~y the customer, 
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rather than continuously served ~y the utility. The COllUllission 
approved the use of a "conservation payment" to the customer in 
exchange for that customer's promise to remain on the utility 
system at tariffed or negotiated rates. So long as the combination 
of conservation payment and rate concessions did not exceed the 
value of the otherwise applicable rate discount, the other 
ratepayers of the utility would ~e indifferent to the customer's 
choice of conservation payment or negotiated rate. The negotiated 
rate must enable the utility to recover all of the costs it incurs 
in serving the customer under the contract, that is, it must not 
disadvantage other ratepayers in either the short or long run. 

We o~serve the guidelines for special contracts set out 
in 0.88-03-008. At the outset, we find that the contract ~etween 
PG&E and Cal Poly is properly before us, as cal Poly's demand 
exceeds 1 MW and PG&E has shown that Cal Poly would have pursued 
its cogeneration plans had a special contract not been negotiated. 
'the term of the contract is five years, the limit for contracts 
desiqned to deter proposed self-generation. The price concession 
results in revenues to PG&E that exceed forecasts of PG&E's 
marginal energy, transmission and distri~ution, and capacity costs 
for the duration of the contract. Since Cal poly has agreed to 
remain on the E-20 Schedule and accept its price concession in the 
form of a lump-sUln conservation pay:ment, the time of use 
requirement is met. PG&E asserts that the conservation options 
that it has evaluated with Cal poly pass the Commission's total 
resource cost test. Since PG&E will dispense the funds to cal 
poly's contractors once it has certified that the specific job 
meets the Commission's 9Uidelines for conservation options, the 
potential for misallocation of funds intendea for demand side 
management COSH) is minimized. The eost of the conservation option 
to PG&E does not exceed the present value of the total discount 
from tariff rates that PG&E and Cal Poly would have aqreed to- in 
the a~sence of the conservation option. The conservation payments 
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will be made from PG&E's authorized OSM buQge~. PG&E's existing 
DSM budget appears to be sufficient to fund Cal Poly's conservation 
payments. The re~sonableness of'these payments is subject to 
review in PG&E's Ener9Y Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) proceeding .. 

In its filed comments, DRA expressed concern that PG&E 
may not have excess electric generating capacity during the entire 
term of the contract.4 ORA also fears- that its lower capacity 
forecast would yielQ a smaller contribution to margin than 
estim4ted by PG&E. 'This is due to higher marginal cost under the 
DRA forecast for capacity compared with PG&E's. 

Given the doubt it has cast on PG&E's capacity reserve 
margins, ORA believes it unwise to penalize Cal Poly for self
gene~ation through the Agreement's Outside Source Adder. ORA 
r~commends that PG&E be flexible enough to allow customers to 
reconsid.er self-generation in future contracts, as was done in its 
contract with Texaco (O.S9-09-02l). In the Texaco case, either - . 
'party may cancel tb.e contract by giving a year's not'ice .. 

~ PG&E respond.s that the Outside Source Adder does not 
preclude Cal Poly from eogenerating. In the event capacity is 
needed, PG&E's offer to' qualifying facilities would. reflect PG&E's 
need for resources and encourage cogeneration development. Cal 
Poly could sell its output to PG&E while remaining a PG&E customer. 
We note that since the Outside Source Adder is calculated as the 
difference between the E-20 Firm Schedule and PG&E's marginal costs 
of providing electric energy, if marginal energy costs inerease in 
the short run and the E-20 rate remains unchanged, Cal poly will 
have less of a diSincentive to self-generate. 

• 
4 ORA testified in PG&E's test year 1989 general rate case 

proceeding (Application (A .. ) 88-12-005-) that PG&E will require new / 
generating capacity by the early 1990s. the Commission has not yet V 
issued its deeision in that case • 
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As to the financi~l ~asis ot the conservation paiment r 

PG&E claims that the conservation option will improve cal Poly's 
contribution to margin ~y avoiding the need tor PG&E generation at 
high marginal costs. This may De true, but there is no· record for 
such a finding at this time. While PG&E's marginal cost of service 
was not the basis for the conservation otfer, it is a component in 
the calculation of contribution to margin. If marginal capacity 
costs are greater than forecast, the contri~ution to margin will 
decrease. In the worst case, since PG&E will be obligated to lIlake 
the conservation payments, other ratepayers would be forced to· 
sUbsidize Cal poly's purchases of electricity at the £-20 rate. 
The Commission has sought to avoid this result by prohibiting the 
term of a contract from extending into any period when forecasts 
indicate that'additional capacity will be needed to meet target 
reserve m~rgins. (0.88-·03-008, Ordering Paragraph 1.c.) 

Since PG&E's marginal costs of ~ro4uction are currently 
less than Cal Poly's cost of self-generation, we think there is no . 
problem so long as PG&E's forecast of capacity is accurate. 
However, in the event capacity reserves decline to the point that 
PG&E's marginal cost to serve the customer exceeded the basis of 
the conservation payment, i.e., the cost t~ Cal Poly of 
cogeneratin9', then Cal Poly should be encouraged to bypass PG&E. 
Retention of Cal Poly on the system at a discounted r~te would be 
uneconomic. 

Since we have provided that reviews of the reasonableness 
of special contracts will be reviewed in the utility'S ECAC 
proceeding, and ORA's comments were not presented as a protest to 
the application, we will not pass on the adequacy of PG&E's 
mar;inal eost assumptions. In general, the option to cancel a 
special rate concession is desirable when capacity reserves may be 
running low. However, we note that PG&E and cal poly have 
negotiate~ a rate concession in the form of conservation payments. 
Since those payments equal the present value of a discount over 
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five years, cancellation of,the special rate is impractical. The 
Commission has recognized OSM as a means of deferring the need for 
capacity additions and expressly p~ovided the conservation 
alternative as a means of retaining utility customers. Given this 
policy, in the face of declining capacity reserves, we would be 
more willing to uphold the reasonableness of a negotiated contract 
containing the conservation option than a contract providing a 
discounted rate. 

We note that the calculations of the conservation payment 
and calculations of lost contribution to margin incorporated 
different discount rates and inflation rates. In the future, we 
expect that applications such as this one will be supported by 
consistent assumptions. 

ORA'also questions the use of PG&E's OSM budget to fund 
the conservation payments due under the contract. The Commission 
recently affirmed that the direct costs of conservation items will 
come out of the utilities' exis':ing budget for OSM. If the 
existing OSM budgets are exhausted, requests for additional funding 
for conservation items will be considered in connection with the 
approval of individual special contracts or conservation items. 
(0.89-05-067.) Since PG&E has not requested additional funding for 
OSM for nonresidential ratepayers, the SUfficiency of PG&E's OSM 
budget is not an issue at this time. 
~nclJ,1.sion 

The agreement between PC&E and Cal Poly should be 
approved because the contract meets the guidelines for special 
electricity sales contracts considered under the EAD procedure. 
ORA's reference to its testimony concerning PG&E's capacity reserve 
margins in A.S8,-12-00S, is insufficient to base a finding that PG&E 
will incur marginal generating capacity costs in excess of its 
revenues under the negotiated rate. Civen the fact that cal poly 
has chosen the conservation option, calculated as a lump sum, 
rather than a discounted rate over the five-year term,of the 
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• CEC recommends that SCE be required to base the OPV2 
','reevaluation upo!,l the assumptions adopted in CEC's ;1.2'1313 r;l,eC',!;ric1-ty 

Repor:t (ER7).lO In CEC's view, using the ER7 Assumptions would 
accomplish the Commission's objective of consistency in planning 
assumptions, as described in the Joint Ruling- In addition, CEC 
argues that these assumptions are the only ones which have been 
recently Adopted following extensive opportunity for comment and 
input by all interested parties. Moreover, the ER7 assumptions 
served AS the base case for'SCE's recent filing in the BRPU 
proceeding. Finally, CEC argues that using ER7 assumptions is 
appropriate because such assumptions represent a "connervative" 
view of the need for additional resources. In CEC's view, if SCE 
can ~ustify the need for OPV2 using these ER7 planning aS$umptions, 
the PUC can feel comfortable proceeding on an expeditEld schedule as 
reqUested by SCE. 

ORA, on the other hand, anticipates that the starting -point of resource planning assumptions in the OPV2 re~'aluation 
'~ would be the same as the assumptions used by SCE in their merger 

filing- ORA and SCE would then vary those assumptions as necessary 
to determine the vigor of the project under changing conditions. 

'Ie 

In addition, SeE would be required to' analyze OPV2 Against a range 
of merger scenariOS, which would be determined by the :ORA. The 
objective of this analysiS would be to account for the present 
level of uncertainty on relevant aspects of a potential merged 
entity- In DRA's view, to' octain approval for OPV2 prior to the 
deeis·ion on the agend.a,. SeE must show expected project benefits 
even. in a merger scenario which proves to be a "worst-case Of, for 
DPV2. 

lO esc did not address the issues raised in SeE's Pet'ition. 
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5. The conservation payment is net of a 2% administration 
fee retained.' by PG&E to administer Cal Poly' s conserva't:~ion account 
ana d.isburse funds to Cal poly's contractors once PG&E has 
eoncurrea that the particular conservation measures selected by cal 
Poly meet the Commission's Total Resourco Test. 

~. The Agreement results in no electric rate reduction to 
Cal Poly. 

7. Retention of Cal Poly on Schedule E-20P plus liability 
for the conservation payment results in a contribution to margin 
over the five-year duration of the contract of approximately $2.9 
million, whereas the contribution to· margin would have been 
$817,382 had Cal Poly built the cogeneration unit (exp:l:'essed in 
1/l/90 dollars). 

S. PG&E would receive $69l,333 to· $750,000 less in 
contribution to margin under the conservation payment scenario than 
under the status quo· scenario· over the five-year period. The 
difference includes the conservation payment plus the ~:eduetion in 
revenues, net of the marginal cost of production, due to 
conservation. 

9. The Agreement complies with the standards se1: by this 
Commission in 0.88-03-008 and in subsequent cases for 1:be approval 
of special electric rate contracts designed to· avoid blrpass. 

10. D~ does not protest the Agreement, subject to later 
reasonableness review. 

ll. No party has filed. a protest to the Agreement. 
~onclusion~~w 

1. The Agreement should. be approved. 
2. PG&E is at risk for any ratemaking treatment of the 

Agreement that the Commission later determines to be unreasonable. 
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, ORDE.B 

IT' IS ORDERED that: 
1. The Conservation Offer A9reement (Agreement) between 

Trustees of the California State University on behalf of california 
Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, and Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company (PG&E) is approved. 

2. PG&E shall file the Agreement with the COllllnission 
Advisory and Compliance Division Ener9Y Branch within 15 days after 
the effective date of this order. 

3. The Agreement shall be marked to show that it was 
approved for filing effective the date of this order. 

4. PG&E shall revise its List of Contracts and Deviations to 
include the Agreement and shall file revised tariff sheets with the 
Commission within 30 days of the effective date of this order. 

This order is effective tOday. 
Dated DEC 8: 1989·: ,at San Francisco" california. 
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...... will ~e made from PG&E's authorized OSM ~udget. PG&E's exist' ~ 
DSM k>uQget'appears to be sufficient to fund Cal Poly's eons 
payments. The reasonableness of these payments is subje 
review in PG&E's Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) 

In its filed comments, ORA expressed eonce 
may not have excess electric generating capacity ing the entire 
term of the contract.4 ORA also fears that its ower capacity 
forecast would yield a smaller. contribution to rgin than 
esti~atea by PG&E. This is Que to higher ma inal cost under the 
ORA forecast for capacity compared with PG "s. 

Given the doubt it has east on G&E's capacity reserve 
margins, ORA believes it unwise to pena ize cal Poly for self
generation through the Agreement's OU ide Source Adder. ORA 
recommends that PG&E be flexible en~9'h to allow custo~ers to 
reconsider self-generation in futu~ contracts, as was done in its 
contract with TeXaCO (O.S9-09-02~. In the Texaco ease, either 
party may cancel the contract by/giving a year's notice. 

PG&E responds that ~e outside Source Adder does not 
precluae Cal Poly from coge~~ating. In the event capacity is 
needed, PG&E's offer to qu~ifYing facilities would reflect PG&E's 
need for resources and encourage cogeneration development. cal 
Poly could sell its outP~ to PG&E while remaining a PG&E customer. 

I 
We note that since the)Outside Source Adder is calculated as the 
difference between thelE-20 Firm Schedule and PG&E's marginal costs 
of providing electricf energy, if marginal enerqy costs increase in 
the short run and ~e E-ZO rate remains unchanged, cal Poly will 
have less of a di~ncentive to self-generate. 

4 ORA te ified in PG&E's test year 1989 general rate case 
proceeding (Application CA •. ) 88-12-005) that PG&E will req.uire new 
qeneratin capacity by~. ~he commission has not yet ~ssued its 
decision n that case. ~_ 

~ It{90'$ 
O· 
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contract, it would be inapp~opriate to condition approval of 
contract on cancellation of the discount when PG&E's exces 
capacity is depleted. DRA's point is well taken, howey PG&E is 
cautioned to ensure that future contracts for electri 
discounts limit the availability of the discount to 
during which excess generating capacity exists. erwise, as 
excess capacity disappears and the marginal cos of generation 
increases, it will be extremely difficult to monstrate that the 
negotiated rate protects the interests of P E's other ratepayers. 
J!ind1nqs,of Fact 

1. PG&E has tiled an application der the EAO seeking 
approval o,f the "Conservation Ofter Ag ement Between '.t'rustees of 
the California State University on b alf of California Polytechnic 
State University, San Luis Obispo d Pacific Gas and Electric 
company." 

2. Cal Poly's current ma mum demand is $.3 MW. The 
cogeneration plant which Cal P ly has agreed not to construct is 
technically, economically, an6 environmentally feasible. It would 
have providea 2.8 MW of cap~ity and become operational on or about 
January 1, 1991. PG&E ha5!demonstrated a threat of bypass. 

3. The Agreement ~ovides Cal poly a, conservation payment of 
$586,074 in exchange fol its promise to remain an electric customer 
of PG&E at the primary, voltage level on Schedule E-20P-Firm, and to, 
pay PG&E an Outside P. ice Adder for all electricity consumed Which 
is not provided Qy &E (except for a maximum of 700 kW of on-site 

period of five years. 
4. The co ervation paYll\ent is the product of the difference 

Qetween the for ast of the otherwise applicable E-20 tariff rate 
and the avera9 cost of cal Poly's coqeneration alternative times 
Cal poly's cu rent demand level, for a period of five years, 
reduced to p esent value terms. 
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